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PRE 2011 PHOTOS OF OUR 
CLASSROOMS
• LARGE HALLWAYS
• SMALL CLASSROOMS
• POOR LIGHT & 

VENTILATION 
• HEAVY FURNITURE
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before making changes

• We spoke to a lot of stakeholders to determine the aspects of our culture that 
we needed to consolidate because of our 135 years of strong traditions:
– Strong academic foundations
–Uniform presentation
– Bookwork expectations
– Respect and manners
– Christian values
– Pastoral care
– Standing in the community
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Our Core Values 
Engaging learning through quality teaching across the curriculum with innovation and 
creativity

Building a place of excellence with firm academic foundations

Growing and affirming the character, leadership and a sense of purpose for each 
individual child

Providing a nurturing school community through care and respect for self, others and 
the environment

Honouring the rich history and heritage of Claremont College

Having faith in Christ and following His word in our lives
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KINDERGARTEN

KINDERGARTEN
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YEAR 2
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YEAR 6
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Library - upstairs
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Library - downstairs



STAGE 1: YEAR 6 LEARNING SPACES

PROJECT COST: $240 000

December 12 to January 13 

STAGE 2: 
HALL + YEAR 4 & 5 

LEARNING SPACES

PROJECT COST: 

$1.6million

June to Oct 13

STAGE 3: 
YEAR 2 and 3 LEARNING SPACES

PROJECT COST: $1.7million

June 14 to November 14 

STAGE 4: MUSIC 

CENTRE + Admin Area

PROJECT COST: 

$760,000 + $120,000

July to October 15 

STAGE 6:
LIBRARY & STAFF AREAS

PROJECT COST: $550,000

June-Oct 2017

Costs & timeline

STAGE 5: KINDY & YEAR 1 

PROJECT COST: $1mil

2016

STAGE 7: 
PLAYGROUND & MAKER

SPACE/OUT OF SCHOOL 

HOURS

PROJECT COST: $600,000, 2019



Co-Teaching:
THE RESEARCH



• Researched, visited and learnt from the experiences 

coming out of Scandinavian countries;

• Learnt from past experiences from the 80s in Australian 

schools, esp the CEO; 

• Researched Professional Learning Communities –

USA; and

• Visited and learnt from New Zealand schools and open 

planned learning spaces. 
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•From the beginning, in 2011-12, we…



We looked at hattie’s research

• Improved teaching 
practices through 
collective teacher 
efficacy produces 
improved student 
outcomes. 
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We found some Existing Evidence  
(Sharratt & Fullan, 2012)

Co-teaching is ‘the most powerful way 
to improve teaching practice and to 
implement the changes in assessment 
and instruction that we’ve studied, 
observed and discussed… It pushes 
professionals to make their practices 
transparent and public in order to 
become increasingly more skilled, 
reflective and thoughtful’.

1. Co-
Planning

2. Co-
Teaching

3. Co-
Debriefing

4. Co-
Reflecting
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We gained a research grant from
the ais, to observe and document
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We quickly learnt the power of job-
embedded professional learning…

• “WHEN A TEAM LEARNS TOGETHER, YOU INCREASE THE 
PROFESSIONALISM OF YOUR WHOLE TEAM; WHEN YOU SEND 
PEOPLE TO AN EXTERNAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, 
ONLY THEY TRULY BENEFIT”.
• Dr Anthony Muhammad, Transforming School Culture, 2015
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Then, we began to help our staff 

•To work in teams;
•To understand and develop co-teaching 
models;
•To have courageous conversations; and 
•To learn from each other, ‘the answer is in the 
room’.
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Significant Cultural Shifts
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A shift from decisions made individually 
to decisions made collectively (%)

A shift from ‘collaboration-lite’ to 
explicit collaboration for student 
achievement (%) 



And…
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A shift from individual teachers 
discovering new ways to improve 
results to collaborative teams 
helping each other. (%)

A shift from teachers working in 
isolation to teachers working in 
collaboration. (%)
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A shift from an assumption that 
‘these are my kids, those are yours’ to 
an assumption that ‘these are our 
kids’. (%)

A shift from teachers gathering data 
individually to collaborative teams 
acquiring information from common 
assessments. (%)

And…



Co-Teaching models:
practicalities



B. Co-teaching models

• The importance of the co-teaching models cannot be 
underestimated because:
–They allow us to differentiate student learning;
–They each lend themselves to different types of learning;
–They maximise the use of the spaces; and
–They help everyone understand what they should be 

doing and when. 
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• ONE LEAD – OTHERS SUPPORT/ASSIST/PROMPT (SAP)
• (Sometimes called Team Teaching)
• One teacher is the lead presenter in the lesson while the 

other staff comment, encourage students, ask 
questions, model, demonstrate and prompt both the 
lead teacher and the students, and support student 
engagement and the flow of the lesson.
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• DIFFERENTIATED TEACHING
• Teachers present the same lesson (with the same theme) to different 

groups of students within the same grade, however, the learning intention 
and the material is presented in different ways based on the needs of the 
students. The success criteria will be different for each group, and 
sometimes for individual students. 
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• STATION TEACHING
• Teachers divide instructional content into several segments and 

present the content in separate stations around the learning space. 
Each staff member may be assigned to a group or might move 
between groups, and some groups may work independently.
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• PARALLEL TEACHING
• The grade is divided into 2-3 groups (Years 1-6) or 3-4 groups 

(Kindergarten), with all teachers planning the instruction together and 
teaching the same lesson with the same learning intention, at the 
same time to heterogeneous groups. 
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• PROJECT BASED LEARNING (PBL)
• Students work individually or in small groups on their chosen 

projects, while the Teaching Team assist/support/encourage students 
as required.
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Benefits and
challenges



challenges

• Ongoing professional learning – a good challenge
• New staff and parents, not the students
• Staff voice preservation
• Working in teams vs working in isolation
• Time for team meetings
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Benefits: What does all of this 
mean for your children?

• ACADEMIC OUTCOMES
• Maintain if not improve high academic standards, at the very least, 

using external data (NAPLAN & PAT Assessments)

• NON-COGNITIVE OUTCOMES FOR 21ST CENTURY LEARNERS
• These are the unexpected strengths of co-teaching
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Academic outcomes
• Introduction- Academic Results - NAPLAN
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We have been keen to maintain our 
students’ strong NAPLAN results but to 
focus on this end product alone, which 
essentially tests basic skills, but does not 
test process, problem solving, perseverance, 
flexibility, creativity, curiosity, collaboration, 
cooperation, reflectiveness...just to name a 
few important 21st Century learning skills, 
would be inconsistent with our aims. 
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• IMPROVED Non-Academic or Non-
Cognitive Outcomes from 
• Qualitative Data…
• Cooperation and collaboration;
• Independent learning;
• Student engagement and the ability to stay focused and on-task; 
• Resilience when working with their peers;
• Resilience with their learning when challenged;
• Happiness in their ‘work-place’;
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– Students to work in creative comfort; 

–Greater flexibility and choice regarding where students like to work and 
learn; 

– Flexible groupings across the grade; 

– Increased expectations to work productively in groups and independently; 

–Whole school approaches to teaching and learning though co-teaching; 

–Additional support because there is now one Teaching and Learning 
Assistant on each grade; 
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– Improved student to staff ratios; 

–Opportunities to connect with three or more adults every day rather than 
one; 

– Decisions made for learning because of a collaborative team approach; 

– Learning support and learning enhancement across each year group and 
within each learning space;

– Focus on learning; 

– A sense of belonging to their whole grade;
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–Understand themselves as learners because of their knowledge of their 
personal thinking and learning dispositions; 

–Understand that to be challenged, to be ‘in the pit’, is good for their 
learning; 

– Engage in opportunities to understand their learning through the use of 
Learning Intentions and Success Criteria; 

–Opportunities to express personal views, to be heard and to make a 
difference;

– Students realise they are a part of their own learning journey.
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• From our initial plan 
of…
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• We ended up with…



Questions people ask



Parent feedback - Questions
• We receive a lot of very positive parent feedback about co-teaching
– But this does not mean we stop trying to communicate better and to do better. 

• We sometimes hear:
– The learning spaces are too noisy.
– Co-teaching is not suited to boys.
– How can a teacher work with 60 students all on his/her own?
– My child gets lost in a co-teaching environment. 
– How can you differentiate when you are working with so many students?
– The ratio of students to staff is too high. 
– How successfully do the students transition to high school?

• And it’s ok to have these fears,  because “PEOPLE DO NOT RESIST CHANGE PER SE, RATHER THEY RESIST THE 
UNCERTAINTIES AND THE POTENTIAL OUTCOMES THAT CHANGE CAN CAUSE”. Waddell & Sohal, 1998
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30 Coogee Bay Road, Randwick NSW 2031

T (02) 9399 3217
E office@claremont.nsw.edu.au 

www.claremont.nsw.edu.au

A member of the Anglican Schools Corporation
www.sasc.nsw.edu.au 


